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Editors Letter – Let There Be
Writers
“Let there be contributors!” are the
words I uttered in our Empowergenix
brainstorming meeting. I thought it
innovative and simply magnificent
to have guest contributors share
their insights regarding areas of
their expertise. To say the idea
worked is an understatement. In
this magazine, you will read a work
of art. Some say Empowergenix is
the 8th Wonder of the World, the
de resistance. Others say it’s a
collaboration of industry experts
to narrate their reality of the New
Normal. Needless to say, it’s both.
We also thought it refreshing to
make the magazine bigger and
better – and by that, we mean
giving our readers more reading
material filled with ingenious
material. Well-thought-out content
is what Empowergenix strives for
- content that is relatable, helpful,

and empowering. Considering
the challenging year we all faced
because of the pandemic, we
thought it an excellent idea to
focus instead on the pandemic’s
positives and how we can all
continue to live out the next
following months, or possibly years.
From fitness and health to beauty
and tech, we left no stone unturned
in bringing you a jam-packed edition
of Empowergenix. Not forgetting
the space to allow organisations
to promote their brands (since it is
a business magazine). The design
elements that were brought to life
by our fantastic designer made
this edition an exciting one to put
together. Realising how different
the pandemic was for everyone
puts you in a different perspective
– giving you hope that perhaps
good can come out of the New
Normal.
When the idea was presented to
us, we got our thinking hats on

and dived headfirst into all the
great things we could achieve in
this issue. Straying away from the
overused, commercial writing style
during a pandemic, we saw it fit to
share our expertise by giving you
some great insight into some niche
markets, such as brow beauty and
animation.

The spirit of ubuntu can be
beautifully translated into writing,
and we believe this issue can attest
to that. There is no better way to
thank all the contributors that
made this issue an exciting one to
put together. We’re hoping that the
next issue will be just as fun and
thought-provoking, helping you,
the reader learn about different
topics, which will help you in those
awkward moments you’re stuck in
an elevator and have to converse
in small talk.

Editors Letter – Let There Be Writers
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What The Fitness Is Going On Here?
What The Fitness Is Going On Here?

WHAT THE
FITNESS
is going on here?

W

hile many of us
took to baking
and creating
DIY projects
during
the
lockdown, research done by
Paula Luckhoff shows that an
even larger number of us took
to fitness and online shopping.
Online outlets such as Takealot
and Loot.com saw an exponential
growth in orders during the level
5 – and this mainly attributed to
outside movement been limited.
The numbers don’t lie – research
in the US shows that fitness
equipment rose by an exponential
170% during lockdown, which
shows just how integral the gym
industry really is. The habits can
be attributed to either 2 things:
fear of getting sick so people took
to exercising for stronger immune
systems, or many were influenced
by micro and macro influencers on
social media. Either way, outlets
such as Pick n Pay jumped on the
bandwagon and started selling
exercise equipment in selected
stores.

become a cost-effective, results
driven phenomenon for many
brands all over the world, offering
consumers a more personalised
form of advertising that does
not intrude their personal space.
Andrew Selepak, director of MAMC
Social Media within the College
of Journalism and
Communications
at
the

University of Florida says that
seeing those close to us posting
their workout routines online
further motivate us overcome
the occasional boredom and
fetch our bodies. Now, when
you combine the two factors of
fitness and purchasing, you get –
online purchases of fitness
equipment. The perfect
equilibrium.
The migration to online
shopping was bound to
happen. The world has
long been anticipating the
Fourth Industrial Revolution
which would introduce the
strides of the internet of things.
Therefore it should be a no
brainer when seeing the stats of
e-commerce surging during this
time.
The fitness element reveals
an underlying component
to mental health that many
have been preaching for
years – physical exercise
produces
the
best
medicine for one’s

mental health, and many have
attested to that during the past
year and a half.
According to personal trainer
Mapule Ndhlovu, many trainers
moved their session to online, the
ability for them to meet their clients’
needs from the comfort of their
own homes proved to be sufficient
in the conditions the world was
presented to. And because of
this, training equipment had to be
accounted for, which meant online
purchases would suffice.

fanatics have been evolved, and
it remains a mystery whether the
surge will continue or not.

The gyms have since opened in the
country and many have abandoned
their home workouts for lack of
encouragement, equipment and
privacy at their homes, while
others have continued
working out at home due
to the convenience of
time and money.
The buying habits
of
online
fitness

“Others have continued
working out at home
due to the convenience of time
and money”

The impact of social media on
buying habits can be attributed
to influencer marketing. It has
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2021 Fitenss Trends

2021
FITNESS
TRENDS

T

he current pandemic
has turned many of
our regular day-today tasks entirely
upside down. One
of which is trying
to stay fit and healthy during a
pandemic. Trying to fit exercise
into our new normal seems to be
more challenging than expected.
The way we exercise has changed
drastically. We have noticed a few
surfacing fitness trends during the
pandemic that will definitely stay
for a while. Let’s take a look at a few.

1. Fitness trackers
Even kids are getting in on
the action when it comes to
wearable fitness devices. These
little technology gadgets make
it super easy to set fitness goals
and achieve them. Some of them
even track your sleeping patterns,
which helps you improve this vital,
yet often overlooked part of your
fitness journey. These gadgets are
great and versatile for at-home,
outdoor or gym workouts.

2. Group training
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Group training has been trending
for some time now. Groups often
consist of 3-4 members (bigger

groups don’t always work well).
Training in a group will increase your
chances of exercising because you
cannot make up excuses every day
to miss a scheduled session.

3. Smaller fitness
studios
Although big fitness centers have
their perks and offer different
exercising options, we’ve seen a
shift to smaller fitness studios.
We believe this might be because
of the decrease in membership
numbers and how convenient it is
to sanitise smaller spaces. Another
factor might be that it is easier to
book a slot at one of the smaller
studios than the more prominent
fitness centers.

4. Personal Trainers
Having a personal trainer has
always been a fitness trend. Many
personal trainers work at smaller
studios or private training centers
(such as Body Guru Montana). How
it works is that they combine group
training with smaller fitness studios.
If you have never had a personal
trainer session, we strongly
suggest that you spoil yourself and
join at least one session. Having a

knowledgeable person with you
every step of your exercise regime
really gives you that extra edge.
Trainers will make sure that you
do the exercises correctly and
avoid injury. They also track your
progress, assist with meal planning
and ensure that you reach your
goals. The best thing about having
a personal trainer is they will make
sure that you do not waste your
time in the gym.

5. Online training
Requests for online training have
definitely increased lately, and not
only online training in the traditional
sense of the term… but the need
for Zoom sessions with a personal
trainer. Historically, online training
consisted of getting a meal plan
and exercise plan from a personal
trainer. You would then send them
regular updates, and they would
alter the program as needed. But
lately, virtual training sessions have
seen an increase. This makes it
easier to join a personal trainer
in the comfort of your own home.
Best of all is that these sessions are
typically hosted in a group context.

“Well-groomed brows
can make you look
put-together, even on
a no-make-up day.”

Eyebrow Trends
2021

Eyebrow Trends 2021. We can all agree that the “2020
new normal” is something that none of us saw coming. We
suddenly realised that most things we thought were important
were actually optional and primarily meaningless. There’s
something about a global pandemic that brings things into
focus. Family, good health, and opportunities for connection

became our reason for being. While the pandemic did wreak
havoc, for the most part, 2020 wasn’t all that bad; Parents
spent more time with their children, everyone discovered a
hidden talent, we all learned how to bake bread, pyjamas got
a new name (Loungewear!), but the thing that excites us the
most, our brows finally had a chance to grow!

Why is this
important?

Brushed Up Soap
Brows

Soap Brows
Explained

In Summary

Eyebrows frame the eyes and
highlight your best features. Wellgroomed brows can make you look
put-together, even on a no-makeup day. In 2021, the beauty scene is
embracing all that brow growth we
achieved in 2020. Eyebrow trends
are more inclusive, and products
are geared towards celebrating
your natural brows.

The feathered eyebrow trend
previously only seen on fashion
runways is now all the rage and
coveted for any occasion. If you
already have thick and bushy
brows, this trend will keep your
brows in shape and will help the
strands stay in place without looking unruly. Even those who have
finer brows can opt for this trend
by creating an illusion of thicker
strands by stroking to create hairlike lines with an eyebrow pencil
wherever there are gaps.

Does one just run to the bathroom,
grab the first bar of soap they
see, and any old toothbrush and
use for their brows? No! There are
many reasons why you shouldn’t.
Though regular soap might initially
seem like it will deliver the desired
effect, you might end up stripping
your already traumatised brow
hairs of all their moisture. Let’s be
honest, for most of us, our brows
have been through IT-ALL! From
the blade, we used to carve out
those high arches as teens to that
one time you used hair dye/bleach
to achieve who knows what effect.

Think of it this way, there is
a reason we don’t leave the
shampoo in our hair, right? And
there must be a reason why
leave-in conditioner and rinse
off conditioner are similar but
not 100% the same and thus do
different tasks on our hair shafts
and follicles. The same goes for
brow soap. You need a specially
formulated product as a leave-on
cosmetic, which will give you
the dual benefit of all hold and
nourishment for your brows. Get
yourself a good brow soap kit and
try this trend out; you will most
probably love it.

In a time where most of our face is
hidden, brows have never been so
important!
So what are the Brow trends?
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A digital marketing strategy is the
new Normal

DIGITAL MARKETING
is the new Normal
A digital marketing strategy is
the new Normal

A

ny
business’s
focus is to get
as many clients
and customers in
through the door as
possible. Marketing
holds the key to attracting them
and generating leads. In this new
normal, businesses will start relying
exclusively on digital marketing. The
reason is simple. We entered the
digital era firmly in 2020. And, this
has forced companies to transition
to the digital model so they can
survive. This rapid switch has made
them realize that going digital is
productive and cost-effective. The
importance of digital marketing
lies in the fact that it provides
multiple
innovative
solutions.
And businesses will continue to
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capitalize on this trend. Let us look
at how digital marketing will help
businesses in 2021.

SEO (Search Engine
Optimisation)
Since most businesses have
shifted to marketing online, SEO
has become a crucial skill to
master. Search engine optimization
determines whether the business’
website/blog is visible to people
who are using a search engine. It
is of paramount importance for the
success of the company’s website
and makes all the difference
between garnering more leads and
going bankrupt. Digital marketing
experts keep an eye on the shifting
algorithms and are well-equipped
to push up a business’ search
engine ranking to the top.

Cutting costs
Digital marketing is profitable
because it yields a high ROI
(return on investment) and has
increased audience scope and
reach. Yet, companies can get a
pulse on the effectiveness of their
sales strategies through digital
marketing metrics for a modest
budget.. Marketing strategies and
campaigns can be tweaked without
a significant setback in budget.

Online Retail Businesses
E-commerce is slowly pushing
traditional retail out of business;
even businesses that did not
sell their products online are
taking the e-commerce route.
There is simply no way to attract
a huge volume of customers to
retail shops anymore. To these

businesses, the importance of
digital marketing is paramount.
Digital marketing strategies will
be the front and center of their
sales plans in 2021, as they will
help cement the business’ brand
identity. The right digital marketing
strategies are essential to both
new and established e-commerce
companies. They are instrumental
in making the company stand tall in
a crowd of its competitors. The size
of your market: You’ll want to figure
out some crucial details about your
market —is it new or established,
niche or mainstream, broad or
specialised.
You’ll want to figure out who the
major and minor players are,
market expectations, areas you can
disrupt, and the financial upside in
your specific market.

Who your customers are: Are you
targeting new moms, weekend
warriors who are active on the
weekends? You should have a
basic idea of the customer you’re
targeting. Are you focusing your
attention on a specific niche, i.e.,
affluent travellers, etc.
Where they spend their time: If
you know where your customers
like to spend their time, you have
a pretty good idea of the channels
to target and the content to use.
If you understand when and how
your customers buy, you’ll be able
to adjust your marketing around
their expectations. Maybe that
means persuading customers to
do something different or stick with
market expectations.

Important reasons why you
need a Digital Strategy
1. You’re directionless
2. You won’t know your online
audience or market share
3. Existing
and
start-up
competitors will gain market
share
4. You don’t have a powerful
online value proposition
5. You don’t know your online
customers well enough
6. You’re not optimizing
All this may sound overwhelming,
but you can start your strategy
by addressing the most crucial
aspects.
Written by Thabo Nxumalo from
Vervi8 Solutions

A Digital Marketing Strategy Is The New Normal
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Animation
Animation For Businesses

W

e all know that
animation
has evolved
beyond
just
movies over
the years. From making parents
cry in child-friendly movie
theatres to now, animation has
become a beautiful medium
that has transcended the gaps
that traditional marketing could
not comprehend. According to
Wyzowl, statistics have not only
shown its unrivalled ability to up
your Click Through Rate (CTR),
but also that 85% of businesses
use video as a marketing tooland you might be one of them.
Let’s explore the various uses
of animation in the business
world.
It is no surprise that 89% of video
marketers say video gives them
a
good
Return
On

Animation For Businesses

for businesses

0nvestment. Taylor Hurff, of 1SEO.
IT Support & Digital Marketing
believes
that
“videos
force
scrolling users to stop and pay
extra attention to the post before
understanding the gist.” Videos
retain viewer’s attention longer than
an image would, which is why the
bots on social platforms promote
video content over images.
When it comes to social media,
you need to keep your content
short and relevant. People can
now curate their newsfeeds to
only show them the content they
WANT to see. Industry specialists
HubSpot and Talkwalker focused
on the rise in edutainment, due
to the COVID-19 pandemic, in
their 2020 Social Trends Study.
Bella Ibrahim, Marketing Manager
at Kerning Cultures, notes that
“long-form educational content is
condensed into bitesized
Stories.
This helps

feed curious audiences that
are willing to spend more timeconsuming content that adds value
and feeds their curiosity.”
Social media is taking Inbound
marketing to a whole new
level. Other than edutainment,
Inbound marketing consists
of entertainment and behindthe-scenes content that people
actually want to see on their
newsfeed. Your business needs
to make the right information
readily available for your
customers on as many platforms
as possible, and video animation
is perfect for this.
To create valuable content, social
media posts should include various
animation types, such as logo
animations, product ads, animated
quotes, and our most requested
form of animation, explainer videos.
Explainer videos can range from a
15-second quick-fire informative
video to long-form 3-minute
animation. An excellent example of
a business using both long-form
and short explainer animations is
the SANBS. They use long-form
animations to explain processes
and procedures to internal staff
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and shorter videos to answer FAQs
like “Who can donate blood?” for
their social followers.
Whether you need your logo to
loop while the website is loading, a
more extravagant logo animation to
showcase your brand’s personality
at an event, or a little movement
to draw attention to your email
signature, logo animations always
add value to your marketing efforts.
Other types of animations used
for businesses include GIFs, digital
banners, animated infographics,
billboards, TV commercials, case
studies, showreels, and video
scribing. Your marketing manager
has no excuse for excluding
animation from your content
plan, as not only is 2D animation
diverse in its application, but the
rapid increase in demand has
made it affordable as well. So, my
challenge to you this quarter is
to substitute one static post a
week with animation and see
how it impacts your marketing
spend, but more importantly,
your ROI.

Written by: Danieka Kruger
Founder of Waddle Studio

Animation For Businesses
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THE TRIALS & TRIBULATIONS OF BEING A

Lockdown Designer

T

he
Trials
and
Tribulations of Being
a Lockdown Designer

The pandemic had
an effect on many
industries across the world, and
Graphic Design was no exception.
Globally, we had to work together
and overcome all of the challenges
that we faced. It showed us how
to work together, adapt and come
out the other side stronger and
better than before. A few critical
implications within the working
environment, design approaches,
and client interactions within
the design world require a swift
change to stay relevant. The
importance of Graphic Design as
a tool for businesses has come to
the forefront. This piece explores
the different experiences of being
a lockdown designer.
According to a survey conducted
by 99Designs in 2020, freelance
graphic designers saw
an increase in
businesses’
interest.
They

were more easily accessible and
quicker to hire for per-project basis
and remote work. Companies also
realised the importance of graphic
design as they needed to jump to
online channels and social media
in order to conduct all of their
products and advertising. With this
increase in online engagement, the
demand for freelance designers
skyrocketed. Locally, South Africa’s
marketing businesses also saw
a significant increase in client
interest in social media and online
marketing.
In keeping with regulations,
less physical contact was
required. Since most offices
were closed, digital methods
such as Zoom, Skype, and
Google Meet became the new
creative discussions hub. Online
meetings have unintentionally
become the new norm.
Microsoft Teams became our
team’s meeting host of choice,
allowing members to write on the
virtual whiteboard, and create
their own backgrounds, to keep
the meeting more personal and
engaging. We also adopted a
new CRM system, Monday.com,
to streamline and manage our
marketing team’s projects. More
companies adopted systems
similar to Monday.com, as they
needed a new way to manage
employees.
These
systems include
Trello, Slack,

and Asana. The beauty of these
CRM’s is that they allow businesses
to keep track of specific projects,
deadlines, and each employee’s
responsibility. It also allows
companies to customise it to work
with their own unique workflow.
Social
distancing
inevitably
also had an impact on client
engagements. All designers know
how important it is for clients
to give their input to
ensure that their

requirements are met. Meeting
clients in person was no longer
an option. Luckily, tools used to
connect with employees could
also easily be adapted to engage
with clients. Gone were the days
of waiting for clients that never
pitched or arrived late for meetings.
The ease of an online meeting has
become standard practice, even
as restrictions have slowly been
lifted. These online tools ensured
that work quality never faltered
between businesses and clients,
keeping standards and client
satisfaction high.
The design approach and how
we engage with projects have
also been affected. Although
these might be different for each
business, we noticed specific
trends emerging. If using stock
images within your design,
the people within the photos
needed to reflect those of social
distancing, mask-wearing, and
sanitising.

their brand awareness by creating
customised
PPE
(Personal
Protective Equipment), such as
face masks and face shields.
This was a very clever move from
companies because they had
inadvertently created
“walking
billboards” by providing their own
branded face masks.
With a sudden influx of safetywithin-the-workplace-protocol
posters and a barrage of social
media pandemic posts, there is no
doubt that designers were busy
during this time. The pandemic
reminded designers to be more
conscious of what images they
should use and showed them new
creative ways to express ideas
within the pandemic environment.

Uber, for example, would use
images of ladies wearing masks for
their stock imagery. This shows that
the business is up to date with the
current climate and stays relevant
during the pandemic.
There were also new marketing
outlets for businesses to expand
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Our New Normal

Our New Normal

Our new

normal
O

ur ‘new normal’
must not be the
lens
through
which
we
examine
our
changed world.
We should use our discomfort to
shape our ‘New Normal’ instead”.
The new normal has not worked
out for most of us, so why would
it start working now? The new
normal does not allow us to deal
with our current reality, rather it has
affected our psychological wellbeing. It has left an impression on
our families, which will influence the
development of future generations.
The new normal adds a new
definition to the meaning of family
dynamics. How, may you ask?
Our
families,
including
our
grandparents, parents, children,
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worse than others. Other people
are thankful for the new normal
because they got to know their
partners on a different level. They
got to spend time with the person
they fell in love with. Parents got to
spend time with their children. The
new normal forced us to heal and
to do introspection - it made us
question our behavioural patterns.
We saw a rise in the statistics
of farm murders, violent crimes,
gender-based violence, and many
pregnancies.
Gender-based violence escalated
and became a pandemic on its
own. This had traumatic results
for many women and children,
especially those who lived with their
abusers. We saw how many people
starting dealing in the illegal trade
of alcohol and cigarettes. Smokers
with headstrong principles were

now buying illicit cigarettes. They
were forced to change their brand
of cigarette during this time. “In
our old normal, the same people
were paying R550 per carton,
from which a packet of cigarettes
cost R55. Now they were paying
R850 for a carton of illegal
cigarettes, from which a box cost
R21. Desperation and uncertainty
overwhelmed us all.
“ We saw the price of pineapples
skyrocket as they became a
commodity for home-brewed beer.
We also saw the price inflation of
Panado tablets, Zinc tablets, hand
sanitisers, masks, garlic, and toilet
paper, all fuelled by the products’
demand. For many of us, the new
normal forced adjustment to how
we live, work, and play, creating
unsettling environments for us to
function in.

THE GOOD

and grandchildren, all have clearly
recognizable roles that connect
individuals of various ages into
one family. If there is one thing
we can agree on, all generations
were affected by the New Normal.
Allowing ourselves to cope does
not mean that the situation is
normal but will enable us to process
it. It is essential for those who lost
loved ones, jobs, friendships, and
material belongings due to the new
normal to grieve. We need to allow
ourselves to be uncomfortable,
uncertain, and scared. Many of
us can agree to feel discomfort,
uncertainty, and fear. While some
people experience discomfort

But not everything that came out
of the “new normal” was terrible.
The nagging at home disappeared
because the new normal gave us
time. Time to do those little things
that we always wanted to do. The
little things that took 3 months to
complete.
In many homes, the
mirror was finally hung on the wall.
The curtain rail did not hang to
the one side anymore. The grass
was finally cut, and the pipes in
the kitchen were fixed. Companies
shifted from a traditional office
setup to a work-from-home format
and virtual workspaces. They also
moved more business functions to
the “cloud”. A new way of working
was adopted, and this soon proved
to be very successful.
People also had time to reconnect
with friends and family through
social bonding. Friends and family

that they neglected due to our
fast pace living. With everything
being halted, we gave nature a
short chance to recover from us,
the humans. We had a significant
reduction in greenhouse gasses,
and we also gave the animals a
cleaner environment in which
they could roam. They finally had
freedom. We played a role in the
process. We were and are still
playing a big part in prevention.
For once, our involvement and
contribution helped a process that
was bigger than us. There is always
a silver lining. The recession of
2008 saw the rise of companies
like Whatsapp, Groupon, Instagram,
Uber, Pinterest, Slack, Dropbox, and
Airbnb, to name a few.
Out of our “New Normal” might just
come something WOW!! And we
would be able to say that we were
a part of this!

Our New Normal
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The Rise of the Bionic Company

The rise of the

bionic company
The rise of the bionic company – enhancing business
insights with technology, big
data, analytics and AI

This pandemic has chased many
companies into corners with their
traditional thinking and business
operating models. It threatened
their markets. It even built brick
walls in perfectly good business
alleyways, separating unprepared
companies from the customers
they need. In this very uncertain
and ever-changing digital world,
businesses need to think fast and
stay agile. They require strategies
that work in the new world with new
challenges and to harness change
to create new 360 degree value.

Crisis Invigorates
Innovation
It takes a crisis that make the
necessity become real. This crisis
we are experiencing obliterated any
doubts of digital transformation.
Operating digitally is the only way
to do and stay in business that lead
to pressure to innovate and are
shifting priorities. Companies are
rapidly moving to cloud platform
solutions or incorporating platforms
with emerging technologies to
reduce dramatic impact with fast
adapt planning. History taught us
the difference between success
and failure is related directly to
the ability to evaluate, reinvent
to the current environment. With
adapting seamless integration
between services companies can
combine human ingenuity with
applied intelligence and digital
technologies to create measurable
value.

“Bionics. : having normal
biological capability or
performance enhanced
by or as if by electronic or
electromechanical devices.”
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Definition of Bionic by
Merriam-Webster

We are entering a whole new era
of business where data is driving
dialogue between humans and
machines. New
technology is
enabling companies to scale the
existing operating models around
and move from a deterministic
approach(no randomness involved)
to a probabilistic approach
(incorporating randomness) for
their customers.

00:07:42

As companies become more
digital and data driven the
corporate cultural change and
encourage to bring humans
and machines together. This
will create a bionic company
that combines the best of
what machines can tell us what
humans can do.
Creating a bionic company require
technological changes and new
digital operating processes that will
create new and many opportunities
for companies. Companies that
adopt these new digital operating
models- that are initiated by their
clients- to take advantage of the
bionic approach with innovative
dimensions will lead the future of
business.

Human Ingenuity with
Intelligence
We are entering a digital phase of
automation that will change the
roles professionals for ever. Some
may argue the rise of artificial
intelligence,
algorithms,
data
analytics, chatbots and self-service
puts the role of the human being at
risk, but this is an under estimation
of the value we place on the human
touch and empathy. Technology
can help companies to doubledown on being more human, if
used correctly.
Businesses
need
to
drive

The Rise Of The Bionic Company

innovation, grow their businesses,
and create better experiences for
their customers and staff. They
need intelligent operations that
are agile, resilient and create value.
Technology and process experts
can assist them to transform
their businesses to create the
impact they want. With seamless
integration
between
services,
business can combine human
ingenuity with applied intelligence
and digital technologies to create
measurable value.

A Digital Future
With forms, documents, and
signatures
more
intuitive,
automated,
and
streamlined
than ever, companies can leave
those tasks to the digital realm
and, instead, focus on cultivating
more positive and productive
relationships with their customers

and move onto serving the next
customer more quickly.
Correctly implemented, a digital
future can also mean a more
human future where business
deliver better service to customers
than ever before — in a shorter
timeframe and at a lower cost. The
more technology enhances us, the
more it creates the opportunity for
a human touch.
Human beings create change
with new sources of competitive
advantage and the competitive
landscape shifts. This drives human
progress. A digital future can be
more human than ever, but it will
never replace empathy.
By: Wimpie van Der Merwe (CEO,
Global Choices & Claim Central
Africa)

Okay, Google.

Okay

google

W

ith a touch of a
button, the voice
response replies,
“How can I help?”

Me: “Where can I buy a washing
machine?”
In a second, Google displays all the
washing machines on my screen.
When Jeff Bezos started Amazon
in 1994, he had the future of
shopping in the palm of his hands,
and he patiently waited for this
trend to become the new normal.
With technology improving and
AI becoming the new thing,
the way we shop has changed
dramatically over the last five
years. With a single phrase, we can
now shop at any time, anywhere,
and receive competitive prices
and brand suggestions. But
how do consumers research a
product to make a final purchase
decision, and what is their
new shopping behaviour? And
despite the recent recession and
the increased inequality wage
gap, what are we still missing?
We have quite a library of global
trend research and statistics on
“Think with Google,” - which is about
consumer shopping behaviour.
However, we are still missing the plot
regarding South Africa, and clearly,
industries do not understand their
consumer’s new ways. According to
Independent analyst Chris Gilmour,
SA, participating in various global
trends, is a follower rather than
a leader, particularly regarding
internet shopping and introducing
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private labels. South African Retail
Industry expenditure shows a slow
progression of 2.5% over the last
4years and only makes up 52% of
the South African GDP; for America,
72% contributes to its GDP.
In the last year or so, we started
noticing changes in shopping
behaviour. Statistics show that
online
shopping
is
globally
increasing, and many experts have
mentioned that brick-and-mortar
stores are closing their doors.
With a lack of service provided
by retailers, most South Africans
still do not trust purchasing online.
Although online shopping statistics
have increased, we haven’t seen a
decrease in brick-a-mortar stores
either. So what are South African
markets missing?
While in bed, browsing on Google
for washing machines, it hit me!
I am gathering information in a
different way to make my shopping
experience
more
convenient
and my purchase decision more
straightforward, but I still didn’t buy
online. I chose the best washing
machine for my budget and chose
the store. I got in my car, confident
knowing it was in stock, and
purchased the product in-store.
Even though my decision-making
process took a week before I
claimed the product as my own, I
still feel I had enough information
to make an excellent and irresistible
decision.
It is almost as if we are window
shopping but online. We call this
new normal, hybrid shopping.
Consumers browse online and
purchase in-store—Conveniently

on their terms. Nine out of 10 (94%)
UK shoppers stated they’ll always
research a product online before
going into the store to purchase.
The research found that 78% of
consumers prefer to go into a store
to see and feel a product before
going online to shop around for
the best price, according to Paul
Skeldon of Internetretailing.net.
63 Percent of shopping occasions
begin online (Thinkwithgoogle,
2018), and digital information
already influences about 50%
of store sales (Paul Skeldon
of Internetretailing.net). South
African retailers do not grab the
opportunities behind this new
way of shopping, and some aren’t
even slightly considering adjusting
their selling methods. Hybrid
shopping is only the beginning
of an ever-changing industry. It
will soon become hard to define
e-commerce and measure it.
Consumer behaviour is changing
faster than we think, and we are

adjusting quickly to new smart
industry infrastructures. Therefore
the one can’t exist without the
other. Even Amazon.com has
changed its selling method to the
new hybrid shoppers. Amazon has
opened 25 concepts Amazon Go
cashier-less convenience physical
stores.
Jumping into the future, we can
start speculating that brick-andmortar stores will become less
and buying all products online will
become second nature. With the
human species known for adapting
to their changing environment, we
can assume that we will soon adjust
our knowledge and behaviour to
a specific product and recall it
without physically touching and
smelling it.
So Hybrid Shopper, what will you
be Googling today?

Okay, Google.
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SEE, THINK, DO.

SEE ,
Think ,
do!

winning recipe for getting their
brand name out there.

H

ave you ever been
misled into giving up
your phone number
or email address in
a competition, only
to get spammed
by numerous sales agents trying
to convince you to purchase a
product you’re not interested in?
So have I.
In recent years, we’ve seen popup marketing agencies promise
their clients monthly sales and
leads. Through false advertising,
makeshift agencies use invasive
tactics to get as much lead
information as possible so that the
sales team can close the deal.
Nowadays, whenever you share
your email address or number, you
can expect a flood of promotional
material that you never asked for.
The desperation of making a sale
has led to unethical marketing
practices being reported and
brands getting bad reputations due
to their irritating sales techniques.
Organisations find this to be a
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Your MQL’s, better known as
Marketing Qualified Leads, become
tired. Your MQL’s are identified
individuals who show an interest
in what you’re offering through
the marketing objectives. These
are individuals who submit their
emails to enter a competition
or download your e-book. The
problem in assuming these
individuals are interested
in your brand can be
damaging, and this is why:

1. The
sales
team faces a few
challenges
when

dealing with MQL’s. For
starters, clickbait always
leads to MQL’s that do not
fit your lead demographic or
ICP (Ideal Customer Profile).
So, when John, the Sales
guy from Shoes are Us, calls
Thembi to offer her new
shoes, she tells him the only
reason she gave up her email
was to receive the coupon
they promised her to the local
grocery store.

2. Londi saw that ABC
marketing is hosting a
marketing webinar and is

excited to join because she needs
some information for her final yearend paper. John and Amy from ABC
marketing call Londi twice a month
to sell their products to her, only to
waste hers and their time because
they did not bother to ask what her
intentions were when signing up.
In this case, they could have taken
the opportunity to further increase
brand awareness since she will
end up in marketing as soon as
she graduates. If done right, she
could suggest ABC to her boss as
a CRM software, but because John
and Amy got annoyed gave up on
her, she would instead suggest XYZ
marketing. Oh well!

3. Thembi signed up for
Mary’s Tea’s emails to get

all the latest deals on their bake
sales. Mary’s tea sends up to 3
emails weekly, using language that
pressures Thembi into purchasing
the cakes; therefore, she has
unsubscribed and reported the
emails as spam.
These are just a few examples
of how MQL campaigns can go
wrong and blow up in the faces of
marketers and salespersons. When
a lead campaign is directed purely
out of bombarding MQL’s with
sales, you might lose them and not
even make a single purchase. We
recommend the following 3 steps
for marketing and sales managers
when creating lead campaigns:

SEE , Think , do!
See Your MQL and how you
could treat them better. Look at
the content you’re sending out
compared to your email bounce
rate and dropping sales – you’ll see
a correlation. Nurture your leads
with all the good stuff, and before
you know, they will become a sale
in due time—just be patient.

Put yourself in their shoes. Just
think about how you’d feel if you
were bombarded by emails and
phone calls. How would you react?
Well. The beauty of marketing is
how you use the human element
in advertising to appeal to your
audience. If you would not read 5
emails in a week, why should your
MQL?

Do better. There is nothing wrong
with clickbait. We all use it. But make
sure to give what you promised
your audience in exchange for their
information. There is nothing worse
than an MQL receiving a watereddown coupon or blueprint just
because you needed their email.
Love your MQL. Sometimes, the
email doe does not need to be a
sales pitch. It could be a blog post
or a love letter (coupon, discount,
etc.)

See, Think, Do.
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Leveraging digitalisation to
overcome manufacturing
disruptions
How manufacturers can maintain
productivity and profitability
during a pandemic, economic
downturn, or natural disaster
Use the industrial IoT to prepare for
disruptions
Disruptions
can
be
entirely
unpredictable,
leaving
manufacturers and their supply
chain at risk – resources may
become sparse, teams may be
unable to work, or operations may
not be safe to resume. Moving
forward, organizations need to
find ways to establish continuity
plans that allow them to maintain
some level of productivity and
profitability during a disruption.
In these efforts, manufacturers
need to ask several questions to
become better prepared, whether
the disruption is a pandemic, an
economic turndown, a natural
disaster, or another occurrence:
• How do you safely ramp
down operations if you cannot
keep assets or processes up and
running?
• How do you increase efficiency
to maintain profitability when you’re
not running at 100% capacity?
• How
do
productivity if

you
maintain
teams cannot

physically go to the plant?
By
pursuing
smart
factory
initiatives, in part by adopting
the industrial Internet of Things
(IoT), manufacturers can embrace
solutions that help answer these
questions. Those that have some
level of digitalization underway are
better positioned to handle the
ups and downs of a disruption.
This ebook takes a look at a few
areas where the IIoT can help
manufacturers better prepare for
unforeseen and uncontrollable
events.

Safely ramping down
operations and
empowering a remote
workforce
If an external force requires that
teams stay home, supplies be
cut off, or operations shut down,
manufacturers need a way to
safely ramp down processes
at a moment’s notice. Without
the right mechanisms in place
to do so, organizations risk
processes running without enough

supervision, introducing additional
risk to operations and safety.

Monitor assets
remotely
Industrial
IoT
can
help
manufacturers solve this problem
by enabling teams to remotely
monitor assets across plants.
With this level of visibility,
industrial organizations can view
and control processes within their
plants, even if the workforce is not
physically present. As a result, they
can ramp down processes that
cannot safely function, they can
track machine health, and they
can identify performance issues
arising on a production line. Should
problems arise, people can be sent
in to diagnose the issue, only if and
when it is necessary.

Using virtual simulation software,
manufacturers can also stand
up virtual factories – a digital
representation of a real-world
plant. Doing this allows remote
team members to virtually “enter”
a factory and navigate to a given
area. Here, they can receive up-todate information about operations,
allowing them to enhance decision
making and solve issues without
actually being present.

Enforce social
distancing
To plan for workers to safely resume
in-person activities, organizations
can
again
leverage
virtual
simulation software in tandem with
an industrial IoT solution. Doing so
allows organizations to increase
automation across operations
and limit the amount of personnel
needed at the plant. From there,
they can simulate key processes,
which in turn reveal when two
or more workers would come
within an unsafe distance of one
another. By understanding when
and where these occurrences take
place, manufacturers can more
easily enforce social distancing,
which protects workers and keeps
operations up and running.
Increasing
efficiency
operations ramp down
Once operations are

when
ramped

down, manufacturers look for ways
to supplement production. While
these efforts may not provide the
same level of production as before,
industrial organizations can drive
efficiency to help lower fixed costs
and maintain profitability.
Drive production with condition
monitoring, predictive maintenance
and
asset
performance
management
Industrial IoT enables transparency
into your operations, allowing
you to implement solutions
like
condition
monitoring,
predictive
maintenance,
and
asset performance management
to maximize asset performance
and health. These solutions can
solve common challenges that
add risk to operations and/or limit
production, such as:
Lack of awareness to predict when
an asset failure may occur
Excessive downtime caused by
calendar-based
maintenance

approaches. Inability to use a
machine at peak performance,
without causing failure

Reduce energy
consumption
Organizations
can
increase
efficiency by driving sustainability.
Before industrial IoT adoption,
many organizations have no
proficient way to understand
and optimize their own resource
consumption. With this level of
knowledge, however, organizations
can significantly reduce costs.
With visibility into how much
energy is actually being consumed,
you can determine ways to reduce
waste. For example, an IIoT- enabled
factory can help you identify a leak
that is causing excessive water loss.
Or you may pinpoint a process that
can be run during non-peak hours,
incurring an energy discount.

To learn more about MindSphere and the
industrial IoT, visit siemens.com/mindsphere
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Social Responsibilty of Brands:
lekker

social responsibilty
of brands in south africa

I

t is a world-known fact that
brands such as Nike and CocaCola have become synonymous
with social responsibility. It’s the
inclusivity and empowerment
of disadvantaged groups in
sport that sets Nike apart from its
counterparts. The heart-warming
stories of hope and perseverance
around entrepreneurs show the
various CSI projects that Coke is
involved in. More than ever, the
world needs heroes, and brands
have come out with their capes
and all to save the nations.
According to GWI, consumers
are more concerned about social
responsibility than the age-old
quality over quantity debate.
Consumers want to purchase
from compassionate companies
that care for the environment
and marginalised communities.
Research has also shown that 4
out of 10 consumers are more
likely to support a brand that
treats its employees fairly and
supports social causes. When
looking within the South African
lexicon, many brands have come
out of their cocoons and shown
tremendous support for various
society members.

1. The 2018 KFC couple saw a
man propose to his wife – In a KFC
outlet - to whom he was already
traditionally married. Many ridiculed
his poor choice in location on
social media. Brands such as
Standard Bank, Woolworths, Metro
FM, VW, and many more came
together to ensure that the couple
had the best white wedding of their
lives.
2. The people’s doctor, aka
Dr. Taz Emeran, had just 24
hours to pay her outstanding
tuition of R470,000 to qualify as
a medical doctor. The resilient
student detailed her life journey
on Instagram of how she overcame
hurdles to form part of the first

Local is

“It is a world-known fact that brands such as
Nike and Coca-Cola have become synonymous
with social responsibility. It’s the inclusivity
and empowerment”
generation of graduates in her
family. South African’s sprang to the
rescue and had influencers such
as Miss SA, Shudufhadzo Musida
rallying behind her while local
Cricket SA cricketer Lungi Ngidi
was the biggest donor. Standard
Bank also came to her rescue with
a whopping R250 000 loan. The
People’s Dr had an excess of R50
000 and has dedicated assisting
others by starting a foundation.
3. #R10GoesALongWay
–
an initiative started by content
creator and YouTube star Lasizwe
Dambuza-helped raise funds for
struggling students amidst the
#FeesMustFall 2021 revolution.
Lasizwe hosted Instagram Lives
alongside influencers such as
entertainment
industry
guru
Ayandamantombazane
Mhlongo
and professional dancer Takkies.
Issues around student debt were
discussed, and individuals who
tuned in were encouraged to
contribute at least R10 to raise
as much money to help alleviate
the debt as possible. More than
half a million was raised within 72
hours. Corporate brands such as
KFC, Africa Bank, and Pick n Pay
contributed to the initiative, making
the total raised over R2 million.

4. While Tasreeq Doovey was
not helped by a brand, his story is
unique to the local lexicon as his
schoolmates came to his rescue
with a new phone after he was
robbed of his old device during a
seizure. The full-time student and
part-time worker could not afford a
new phone as most of his money
went to household expenses,
which he shared with his single
mother. His classmates sprang into
action by raising funds to get him
a new phone. They then used the
surplus to buy him a Matric jacket,
which Grade 12 students wear to
mark their final year in high school.
5. Wiseman,
the
Petrol
Attendant, won many South
African’s hearts when he was the
victim of a cruel prank that left him
at the mercy of an unkind driver.
The driver accused Wiseman of
pouring more petrol into his tank
than he had requested. Now, when
that happens, petrol attendants
are liable to cover the costs. What
was a bad, R210 joke which almost
cost him his job, ended up in him
receiving R11 289 in donations
from South Africans. Social
activist lawyer Tumi Sole acted
immediately by rallying others to
help raise money to cover the cost
and give him more money to aid his
embarrassment. Wiseman, a father
of 3 in rural Pietermaritsburg, was
overjoyed as this would help him
build a stable house for his mother,
who lives in a mud house.

The Spirit of Ubuntu in South
Africa is alive and well as we’ve
seen citizens step into their roles
and help fellow South African’s win
at life. One can say that a brand
is only as good as its supporters
– it becomes second nature for
a brand to lend a helping hand
when its customers have ubuntu
embedded in their DNA.
Let’s take a look at some of our
favourite Local is Lekker social
responsibility campaigns.
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Normalise talking about Mental Health

Normalise TalkinG about

Mental Health
C

an you remember
the first time you
ever had to deal
with a stressful
situation? Think
way
back…to
your first exam at the age of 10, or
maybe your first day of school at
the age of 7. Yes, those situations
were stressful. But the most intense
moment for any human being must
be the day they are born.
Just imagine that for a second.
For the first few months, you were
limited in movement, and then
things began to change. You could
suddenly sense a difference in light,
sound, and voices, but through
all these changes, you were in a
safe, warm, semi-quiet, shockabsorbent environment…until one
day, your whole world gets turned
upside
down,
and you

have to leave your comfort for
something else - the outside world.
The moment you are born, many
things begin to take place: You’re
exposed to bright lights, the
doctor’s foreign and firm hold,
you immediately have to learn
how to suckle and breathe at the
same time. You’re stressed; you’re
not familiar with all these changes
happening all at once. From that
day onwards, you’ve probably had
to deal with different types of stress.
Our work, family, and friends stress
us out. Our lives are just stressful.
Coping with stress is something
we just HAVE to do, and that alone
is stressful. We’ve all seen memes
and videos on the internet
that start with “Let’s
no r mal ise…” .

The one I see most frequently
“Let’s normalise talking about
mental health,” and I agree entirely.
We live in a time where things
are changing very quickly, and
sometimes that can be hard to deal
with. But I have experienced that
when you talk about the things that
are making life hard for you, they
slowly but surely start to fade away,
and you develop a sense of control
over them. Think about something
that is making you anxious at this
time in your life. Does anyone know
about this issue? Does anyone
know how this issue makes you
feel, feeling like you’re resting the
entire world on your shoulders?
That’s what I mean by taking control
of the feelings you experience.
Talking about things is the best way
to eliminate fear.

So let’s normalize talking
about mental health.
For
humans,
empathy
and
sympathy come naturally. So the
moment people know that you are
struggling with something, they can
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resonate with you. They remember
that you should be handled with a
little more patience, compassion,
and care. When people struggle
with their mental health, the most
common feelings are loneliness
and judgment. We’ve seen a rise in
people talking to their loved ones,
doctors, and even the media about
their mental health. This, of course,
is great because the more people
talk about it, the less fear they
experience.
We must also remember that there
is nothing wrong with seeing a
professional to help you cope
with the things that make you feel
anxious and overwhelmed. Think
about it, when you get sick or hurt,
the first thing you do is make an
appointment with your General
Practitioner or go to the nearest
hospital.
Why do we not treat mental illness
the same way? These doctors are
highly qualified to treat patients
who struggle with their mental
health. We must never forget
that every person on this planet

is fighting their own battles, and
we will never understand what
goes on in everyone’s minds. Still,
we can always be there to listen
to someone who needs an ear,
whether it’s a stranger you met
in a cue or a colleague. It’s also
imperative to change the way
we think about mental illness.
Identifying people in our lives that
we can call our support system is
vital for accountability and comfort.
When our “normal” lives change
daily, we must be there for each
other and let the judgment go. We
are all different, and for me, that
makes life exciting. Kindness is
crucial, and just as we want to feel
free to talk about our mental health,
we must offer the same freedom
for others to do the same.
So let’s normalise talking about
mental health because everything
about it is normal!

Normalise Talking About Mental Health
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Office Culture
that fits your pocket

O

ffice Culture is
often mentioned
in the workplace
to
describe
the values and
behaviours that
govern the office. Questions such
as: “What is our culture?” and
“What type of work culture suits
our company?” often leave many
managers at a loss. Maybe the
question of “what type of culture”
needs to change to “how do I
nurture a productive office culture
that will adjust as generations
mature.”
Office culture has evolved over
the last ten years, but how do
we prepare for the upcoming ten
years? A trend surfaced a while
ago, where Google established a
young and vibrant culture by hiring
young Millennials. Suddenly, most
companies desired a more youthful
generation,
too,
employing

individuals fresh out of University.
But this does not solve the high
costs of Human resources and
staffing. Five years down the line,
the atmosphere has changed,
and the young enthusiastic team
becomes demotivated and resigns,
leaving you in a pickle and a high
staff turnover ratio.
Most companies will ignore this
by assuming that everyone is
replaceable. But what if you
had a model for nurturing your
office culture, ensuring that your
millennial employees stay? This
would be an Office Culture that
fits your pocket.
According to Frances Frei and Anne
Morriss of Harvard Business Review:
“Culture
guides
discretionary
behaviour, and it picks up where
the employee handbook leaves off.
Culture tells us how to respond to
an unprecedented service request.
It tells us whether to risk telling our
bosses about our new ideas
and whether to surface or
hide problems. Employees
make
hundreds
of
decisions on their own
every day, and culture is
our guide. Culture tells
us what to do when the
CEO isn’t
in the

room, which is, of course, most of
the time.”
Employees leave their jobs for
many reasons, at which 15% of
employees will leave their job
because of the general office
culture. These statistics may
not seem that bad, but define
that in human capital terms, and
you will see the expense on that
percentage is quite significant to
company growth.
Three guidelines to consider when
redefining your office culture that
suits your pocket.

Changing Demographics
A decade ago, benefits designed
for a young, fresh-out-of-university
workforce may no longer be
suitable for the same employees
who may now have young families
and a completely different lifestyle
and priorities.
Break it down into age, married and
unmarried, who has kids; now, you

can ask their frustrations about the
office culture and what benefits
would motivate them to stay and
produce an excellent outcome.

Alternative workplace
Alternative
workplace
models
combine non-traditional work
practices, settings, and locations
that supplement or replace
traditional offices. With technology
taking over and improving quickly,
you can now work from any place
at any time, as long as your team
meets deadlines and clients are
happy. This statement could even
mean that those family-orientated
employees can be more fulfilled
and show more productiveness.
Some employees may want to
work from a workspace and others
at home; a combination can still
benefit all parties when your
technology structure is in place.

been frequently communicated?
If this is not the case, you might
struggle to implement an office
culture, and the possibility that
your alternative workplace model
will fail is high.
Depending on your company’s
hierarchy, the best way to
approach staff goals is to make
sure management understands
and agrees. Management needs to
discuss company goals as well as
team goals. This approach will give
you some structure that promotes
the staff to enjoy and participate in
the office culture.
There are many new ways to
implement an office culture that
suits your pocket and your staff.
The only way to get started is to
observe current behaviour and
circumstances and listen to the
frustrations.

Goal orientated tasks
Is your team aware of the company’s
vision and mission, and are goals

Office Culture That Fits/ In Your Pocket
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B-BBEE Codes
of good practice
Our commitment to the spirit and letter
of the B-BBEE codes of Good Practice
ensure that your company’s B-BBEE
certificate is a certificate you can rely
on.
We have been accredited in the following
sectoral codes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Financial
ICT
Agricultural
Tourism
Construction
Transport (Road Freight, Maritime,
Forwarding and Clearing, Rail)

$aving
2021 Tips

T

There is no doubt
that South Africa’s
economy
has
taken a hard knock
due to the recent
pandemic. Many businesses were
forced to close during level 5
and 4 restrictions, leaving many
employees with pay cuts or no
pay at all. While novice saving tips
might have kept you at bay before
COVID-19, you now must pull up
your socks – saving money in
2021 looks different. It’s no longer
putting away money in your savings
account or opting to eat at home
rather than out, it’s contacting
you debtors to arrange payment
options. It’s deferring some of your
debit orders so that you don’t go
into a bank overdraft, it may even
lead to you asking your landlord
if they can suspend your rent
payment for 2 months – it’s all
about doing what works best for
you. While your plans to purchase
a home, car, or go on holiday may
have been delayed, you can still
stretch your budget so that you
always have some money left over.

Here are a few ways which you can
spend wisely and save during the
nationwide lockdown. One thing a
lot of people have in abundance
during lockdown is time. Use
this time to plan, go over your
spending habits, determine where
you are spending unnecessary
and where you can cut back on
your spending.I f you go and look
at the patterns of highly financially
successful individuals, one thing
almost all of them have in common
is some sort of financial planning
or budgeting. Therefore, the
importance of financial record
keeping and planning cannot be
overstated.

1. A lot of individuals
miss the opportunity...

to break a sweat in the gym daily.
Luckily some of the big gym
brands in South Africa, such as
Planet Fitness and Virgin Active
have decided to help their loyal
customers by not deducting gym
fees during the lockdown. This
provides an opportunity to save
some money.

2. Because gyms are
closed during the lockdown...fitness fanatics con-

tinued with their exercise routines
from the confines of their homes. If
you invest in fitness equipment to
continue exercising from home after the lockdown, it provides a real
opportunity to save a lot of money
in the form of gyms fees and travelling cost to and from the gym. It will
also save you time as you do not
have to go.

the opportunity to save but instead
avoiding unnecessary spending on
these foods.

5. Local Internet service providers...such as

Telkom have made nighttime data
(12-6am) extremely affordable. By
purchasing night time data compared to any time data to download
series, programmers, movies and
more, you will spend less money on
data costs and get more value.

3. During the Covid19 6. For many women
pandemic...a lot of people (and men) staying at
are forced to work from home home...and abiding by social
because of the national lockdown.
We have an opportunity to save
in various aspects such as fuel
and maintenance on cars being
extended because of less millage.

4. If you are strong
enough not to fall in the
temptation...of going to the

kitchen every 20 minutes in the
desperate attempts of discovering
some snacks, it does not provide

distancing means that hair and
nail services have had to be
discontinued. This is the perfect
opportunity to learn DIY braids,
straightening,
manicures,
hair
bleaching etc. The possibilities are
endless now that we have more
time at home.

7. Streaming services
such as Netflix and
Showmax...have made it

more affordable to watch multiple
movies for the whole family. With
subscriptions ranging according
to plans, you and your family can
enjoy various films and series at a
more affordable price.

8. Lastly, the economic climate not just in
South Africa...but in the

063 336 6349
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BEE Transformation Solutions (PTY) LTD is accredited by the South African National Accredited System with the unique SANAS
accreditation number BVA274.

whole world is at a low. This is bad
because a lot of people have lost
a lot of money on their retirement
savings and general stock investments, but this also provides an
opportunity to buy stocks at low
prices. This does not help with
immediate savings, but rather with
the potential of future growth on
investments.
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VARS PLAAS MELK
AFGELEWER!
• B y jo u h uis!
• Vroeg en Vars!
• In glasbottels!

Bestel nou jou melk
www.ubulmilk.co.za

CLEANER &
BETTER ENGINES
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